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Infrared Cameras in Science Education

Infrared (IR) thermography has numerous industrial, medical, and research applications. This article describes its applications in the science classroom. By visualizing invisible phenomena, real-time thermal imaging can be exploited to teach a wide range of science topics [1] that deal with energy transfers representing physical and chemical processes. Thermal imaging opens a new, exciting frontier of visualization in science education [2]. In this article, we present qualitative educational research on thermal imaging applications and laboratory activities that have been developed and implemented in areas of science education across primary, secondary, higher, and informal settings.

Infrared cameras enhance laboratory learning in undergraduate physics and chemistry education

Thermal imaging can be used to gather quantitative data for students’ exploration of physical phenomena, such as thermal diffusion from a point source [3], cooling of roller-coaster brakes [4], or in the development of an analogy between thermal and electrical conduction [5]. In this manner, IR cameras have been introduced in thermal engineering to study various modes of heat transfer [6].

As an easy-to-use, yet powerful, technology, thermal imaging is particularly well suited for inquiry-based laboratory activities [7] in physics and chemistry education [8,9]. To demonstrate the versatility of this technique, a series of IR-camera experiments have been developed and shared [10].

Physics and engineering students took part in open-ended laboratory experiments in thermodynamics using IR cameras to investigate thermal conduction, convection and radiation, as well as the function of technical apparatus such as a heat pump [11] (Fig. 1). With the help of IR cameras (FLIR E6 and C2), students discovered that IR radiation reflects more than visual light on shiny surfaces such as glass windows or whiteboards, and that metal surfaces painted black and white have a comparable emissivity in the IR range, where they both – counterintuitively – can be considered as ‘black bodies’.

Infrared cameras accelerate inquiry in primary and secondary education

Thirty years ago, in relation to the phenomenon that metals feel cold at room temperature, Gaalen Erickson [12] (p. 59) presaged: “If pupils were able to ‘see’ this phenomenon in terms of a transfer of energy from their body to the object, this sort of situation would likely be less of a problem than it seems to be at present.” Thirty years later, pupils can actually see heat conduction from their hands to a colder object through an IR camera (Fig. 2).

In a four-year research program focused on investigating how thermal imaging can support science learning in primary and secondary schools, a suite of IR-camera-based laboratory activities have been developed to target the Swedish grade 4-12 physics curricula [13,14,15,16]. The activities build on the widely-adopted predict-observe-explain (POE) approach [17], where students are asked to predict what will happen in an experiment, carefully observe as the experiment unfolds, and then explain what they observed and reconcile their observations with their predictions when there is a discrepancy.

In a pilot study that aimed to confront the erroneous idea that metals are inherently colder than other substances, pairs of grade-7 (12 to 13-years-old) students investigated the temperatures of
wood and metal objects at room temperature [16]. Rather than making full use of the dynamic colour images and attend to the theory of heat transfer as an explanation, the students instead used the IR cameras to read temperatures. This was attributed to the lack of a conceptual model for understanding heat transfer [18]. Subsequently, two grade-4 classes (9 to 10-year-olds) were introduced to such a heat transfer model. They conducted a series of IR-camera experiments, including the wood vs. metal task and the pouring of hot water into cups with different wall thicknesses and materials [14] (Fig. 3). The grade-4 pupils were able to adopt the heat transfer model. They were also engaged in “instant inquiry” in asking “what-if” questions and exploring the questions with the IR cameras. For example, they wondered about what would happen if they blew on the hot water surface or immersed an object into the water. In a separate study, groups of upper-secondary students (17 to 18-year-olds) carried out IR experiments to study heat conduction, friction, (e.g. rubbing an eraser on the surface of a table) and inelastic collisions (e.g. observing the heating due to the impact of a metal ball falling to the floor, Fig. 4) [13]. We found that higher-level students tended to invoke microscopic models in their explanations of the phenomena.

**Infrared cameras inspire creative investigation of thermal phenomena at science museums**

Thermal imaging has been used in informal settings, such as science museum exhibits [19]. In comparison with being asked to follow detailed instructions, visitors have been found to engage more creatively with the technology through minimal guidance, such as observing melting snow brought in from outside or visualizing temperature increase from rubbing their hands together.

**Opportunities and implications**

As the price has dropped significantly in recent years, IR cameras have become an attractive educational technology for science education, which complements traditional thermometer measurements. Although our work shows that learners can develop thermal concepts through IR imaging, students still need to be prepared with age-appropriate scientific models of the studied phenomena, such as a simple model of heat conduction [18], in order to be able to interpret what they see through an IR camera. While IR imaging provides a way to visualize thermal phenomena at the macroscopic level, it can be complemented with other visualization tools such as the Molecular Workbench [20] to teach microscopic concepts.

Our research has provided evidence that use of IR cameras in conjunction with relatively simple, yet conceptually powerful activities can inspire students of all ages to inquire about thermal phenomena and support the development of conceptual understanding in thermodynamics.
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Fig 1. With the aid of an IR camera, students can easily discern the components of a heat pump.
Fig 2. Students can investigate heat conduction between their bodies and objects of different materials, such as wood (a good insulator) and metal (a good conductor) with an IR camera.

Fig 3. Overlay IR image of hot water being poured into a thick-walled ceramic mug (right). In contrast, a thin-walled paper cup (left) quickly assumes the temperature of the water.
Fig 4. An image demonstrating the increase in temperature of asphalt at the point of collision with a metal ball dropped from a height. The IR inset shows conceptually challenging energy transformation from kinetic to thermal energy.